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WINNERS of the IDGE Digital Edge 50 awards share details
]
of their projects, lessons learned and advice. [

TO BE SUCCESSFUL TODAY, organizations must use technology to do
more than improve operational efficiency.
In this digital era, organizations need to be visionary with their IT initiatives. Executives need to look for processes where technology not only
automates, but also transforms. They need to find areas where technology can produce quicker results and create new opportunities
that surpass what mere humans can do.
To do that, leading organizations are turning to cuttingedge technologies such as artificial intelligence, augmented
reality, virtual reality and the internet of things. They’re also
deploying mobile systems and analytics tools in new ways to
deliver insights to workers when they need the information,
wherever they might be.
The results of these innovative undertakings are impressive. Executives across a range of industries report gains in
productivity along with dramatic reductions in errors, losses and costs.
They also cite significant new business opportunities that wouldn’t be
possible without their forward-thinking digital blueprints.
IT research firm Gartner says enterprises today are part of a maturing digital ecosystem, where companies, their customers, regulators and
other stakeholders interact electronically. To keep pace, enterprises are

BY MARY K. PRATT

spending more on digitalization.
The 2017 Gartner CIO Agenda Survey, which gathered responses from
2,598 CIOs in 93 countries across all major industries, found that typical
CIOs spend 18% of their budgets supporting digitalization. That figure is
expected to grow to 28% in 2018.
Moreover, Gartner reports that top-performing enterprises that have fully integrated digitalization into their business
models are spending 34% of their IT budgets on digital initiatives and will increase that to 44% by 2018.
At its AGENDA17 conference in March 2017, IDG Enterprise
recognized 50 organizations that excel in digital transformation with the Digital Edge 50 awards. A panel of executive
peers selected these 50 enterprises based on the complexity,
scale and outcomes of the transformative projects implemented by IT leaders and their business-side partners.
These 50 organizations, which represent a wide range of industries,
from agriculture to healthcare to real estate, and hail from all around
the globe, demonstrate how innovation and ingenuity in IT can produce
significant, measurable business results.
Here’s a look at how five of the Digital Edge 50 honorees are using
digital technologies to transform how and what they do. u
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Case Western Reserve Unıversity
and Cleveland Clınıc

HoloAnatomy

C

ASE WESTERN RESERVE UNIVERSITY is

breaking with centuries of medical teaching
tradition — and in the process enhancing
and expanding education — by replacing hands-on
work with cadavers in anatomy classes with lessons
in which students and teachers use augmented
reality tools to see the human body at work.
The CWRU School
of Medicine, working
with partner Cleveland
Clinic, is developing
a digital anatomy program where medical
students learn about
the human body, inside
and out, using Microsoft’s HoloLens
AR technology instead of dissecting
dead bodies.

HoloLens came at
just the right time for
the university.
CWRU CIO and vice
president of IT Sue B.
Workman says officials
in 2013 started to design
a new facility to house
the CWRU School
of Medicine, the
Frances Payne
Bolton School
of Nursing, the

CASE WESTERN RESERVE UNIVERSITY / CLEVELAND CLINIC

The Case Western Reserve University School of Medicine, working with partner Cleveland Clinic,
is developing an educational tool that uses Microsoft’s HoloLens augmented-reality technology to teach
anatomy without requiring medical students to dissect cadavers.

CWRU School of Dental
Medicine and the Cleveland Clinic Lerner College of Medicine, and as
part of that project they
decided that they didn’t
want to invest in build-

ing and maintaining
new cadaver labs.
“We were looking
for different ways to
teach anatomy. We
were looking for a new
solution,” she says.
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Workman and her
team experimented
with touchscreen and
3D technologies and
found students seemed
to be more excited and
engaged when using
those systems than they
were when working on
cadavers.

quest, went to Microsoft
headquarters in November 2014 to preview the
technology along with
CWRU and Cleveland
Clinic executives. She
was impressed.
“I never thought I’d
see this in my professional life. It completely

We were looking for different
ways to teach anatomy. We were
looking for a new solution.
SUE B. WORKMAN, CIO AND VICE PRESIDENT OF IT, CWRU

At the same time, Microsoft was moving forward with production
of its HoloLens technology, which is designed
to enable users wearing
special headsets to engage with digital content. Workman, at the
university president’s re-

CASE WESTERN RESERVE UNIVERSITY / THINKSTOCK

changed my life. I didn’t
even have the words for
it,” she says.
She quickly brought
radiology professor
Mark A. Griswold and
several deans back to
Microsoft headquarters
to try out the technology. They, too, were

impressed. So Griswold
returned with developers from his team for a
software development
boot camp, where they
too saw the immense
potential of the technology. Griswold remembers one team member,
a medical student with
application development skills, reacting
with an excited surprise
when he saw, for the
first time, the heart’s
aortic valve working.
“It was immediate.
That was the first indication of the true power
of this thing,” says
Griswold, who is now
faculty director of the
Interactive Commons,
a new CWRU institute
for interdisciplinary research using HoloLens
and other visualization
technologies.
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Mark A. Griswold, CWRU
radiology professor

Griswold and his
team quickly set out to
develop the anatomy
content that would
power the new way of
teaching that subject.
At the same time,
Griswold, Workman
and other university officials started to develop
curriculum around
HoloLens, aiming to
use augmented reality
to provide not merely

PUSHING DIGITAL BOUNDARIES

a visual experience but
an interactive learning
environment where
students could work
with the content as well
as one another and their
instructors.
“We wanted to focus
on getting groups of
people together looking at the same thing,
whether they’re in the
same room or in different locations,” Griswold
explains. “So we developed the technology to
link together the different devices. We thought
about how to lay out
a classroom and how
teachers are going to be
able to design classes.”

A Crossdisciplinary Team

Grisworld had eight
full-time people with
backgrounds in com-

CASE WESTERN RESERVE UNIVERSITY / THINKSTOCK

puter science and biomedical art working on
this initiative, with help
from other professionals at the university and
medical students involved at various levels
working on hardware,
usability, design and
content. Griswold says
working in virtual reality requires a combination of developers and
artists, similar to the
staffing requirements at
gaming startups.
The result of those
efforts was a HoloLens
app called HoloAnatomy, a joint project between Case Western and
Cleveland Clinic, which
CWRU released in April
2016. HoloAnatomy
was the first third-party
app to be made available
in the Microsoft HoloLens store.

Now that anatomy
can be taught digitally,
Workman says CWRU
is saving a significant
amount of money because it doesn’t have to
build cadaver labs in its
new medical teaching
facility, which is set to
open in 2019.

These are things you can’t teach on
the cadaver. There is so much added
value beyond the cool factor.
SUSANNE WISH-BARAT Z , ASSISTANT PROFESSOR, CWRU

The university will
continue to use cadavers in some anatomy
classes taught in its
existing facilities, allowing students to gain
the tactile experience of
working on the human
body. But CWRU will
be using augmented
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reality for the bulk of
its anatomy lessons,
enabling instructors
to deliver lectures and
provide insights in
ways that were once
impossible.
Augmented reality
lets students see a body
and its parts in action
— the heart pumping,
blood moving, and
information flowing
around the brain. Students can see a full-size
body, its skeleton and
its musculature from
all angles. They can
explore biological systems individually or
all together.
Moreover, Workman
says, lessons in the
digital anatomy curriculum can be stored for
later reference — something that wasn’t possible with cadaver-based

DALIAN WANDA GR OUP
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teaching methods.
“These are things
you can’t teach on the
cadaver,” says Susanne
Wish-Baratz, an assistant professor at CWRU
who runs the anatomy
course for medical
and graduate students.
“There is so much
added value beyond
the cool factor.”
Given the success
so far in developing
HoloAnatomy, CWRU
officials expect to
develop AR-based
courses of study for
other subjects, such
as art, chemistry,
engineering, genetics
and paleontology. u
PRATT is a Computerworld

contributing writer in
Waltham, Mass. Contact
her at marykpratt@
verizon.net.

Dalian Wanda Group built a centralized set of management tools to automate the process
of monitoring equipment and collecting data at its hundreds properties.

Dalian Wanda Group

Wanda Plaza
Huıyun Intellıgent
Management System

D

ALIAN WANDA
GROUP is one

of the biggest
real estate enterprises
in the world; it’s also
one of the smartest.
The 29-year-old
Beijing-based company,
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with $114.2 billion in assets, $36.6 billion in revenue and 32.33 million
square meters of property under management
at the end of 2016, has
some 200 commercial
centers called Wanda
Plazas within its business
portfolios. Wanda Pla-

with every new facility
the company opened,
says CTO Zhongqian
(Jennifer) Feng.
Managers at each site
could monitor and adjust the numerous technologies that kept the
facilities running, such
as HVAC, lighting and

couldn’t see trends, such
as how the venues compared to one another
in areas such as power
consumption, that could
help them better manage their facilities. Nor
could they get real-time
data, which was particularly crucial in potential

We have so many years of commercial property management experience, but we didn’t have a mature system to manage so many subsystems in each location, in each Wanda Plaza.
ZHON GQIAN ( JENNIFER ) FENG, CTO, DALIAN WANDA

zas consist of shopping
malls, hotels, movie theaters and indoor theme
parks. The company is
opening around 70 new
Wanda Plazas each year.
Managing those facilities presented big
challenges, and those
challenges multiplied

DALIAN WANDA GR OUP / THINKSTOCK

alarm systems, but it was
a time-consuming process. Moreover, Wanda
Group had no central
controls over the multitude of systems at all the
locations, nor did it have
visibility into what was
going on at each site.
Company executives

emergency situations,
such as when fire alarms
go off.
“We have so many
years of commercial
property management
experience, but we didn’t
have a mature system to
manage so many subsystems in each location, in
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each Wanda Plaza,” Feng
says, noting that each
site had 3,000 pieces of
equipment with 10,000
data points to monitor.

Saving Energy,
Maintaining Service

Feng says Wanda Group
wanted a consolidated,
centralized view into
the systems at all sites so
it would be better able
to keep things up and
running and ensure the safety and
security of employees and guests —
and thereby gain a
competitive advantage in the marketplace.
“We want to know [facility data] in real time
for each Wanda Plaza,”
company vice president
Fang Wei says. She notes
that, among other things,
such visibility could help

DALIAN WANDA GR OUP
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the company adopt more
energy-efficient facilitymanagement practices
and improve the service
it delivers to tenants and
customers.
Feng says her team
was tasked with devising
a technology platform
that could deliver the
control and visibility
executives were seeking.
They determined that
there weren’t any commercial options
that would meet the
company’s unique
needs, so they opted
to build a proprietary solution.
The result is the
Wanda Plaza Huiyun Intelligent Management
System, which features
a centralized and integrated set of management tools called the
intelligent building

management system
(IBMS) running on a
cloud platform called
the Wanda Intelligent
Cloud (WDIC). WDIC
automates and monitors
equipment status according to preset modes
but also collects realtime data for analytics.
Wanda Group says
three vendors played
key roles in the project:
Honeywell provided research and development
services for WDIC;
EMC provided hybrid
cloud support; and Johnson Controls helped on
subsystems integration.
Feng oversees a
2,000-person IT staff that
serves the entire company. To handle this project,
she built a virtual team
of about 50 people who
worked on the initiative
for more than three years.

Jianyan Lai is the senior vice president and senior architect of Dalian
Wanda Group, in charge of planning and design of all Wanda’s projects.
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Work started in 2012, and
the team rolled out the
first version of the system
to four Wanda Plazas in
a pilot program in 2013.
The cloud platform and a
third version of the management system were
deployed in 2016, and the
team is now working toward full deployment at
all 200 or so properties.
The virtual team had
the intelligent management system deployed
and fully integrated at
110 properties in early
2017. The system handles
600,000 pieces of equipment and devices within
200 Wanda Plazas.

Complex System,
Aided by Training

The scope of the project
presented challenges,
Feng says. IT staffers,
working with contrac-

THINKSTOCK
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tors and the vendor partners, had to create the
software to power the
system and then integrate it with thousands
of pieces of equipment.
To do that, they used
artificial intelligence
and machine learning
technologies. They also
cultivated partnerships
with colleagues in Wanda’s business units to
ensure they had an understanding of how the
business operates.
The team developed
a unified user interface
and standard operating
procedures for all users, including operators,
technicians, engineers
and building managers,
to provide a seamless
and replicable operational experience regardless of location.
Feng says the com-

pany also committed to
training Wanda Plaza
facilities personnel to
ensure they knew how
to use the new system
to meet organizational
goals. That training will
continue as the company
opens new Wanda Plazas.
The consolidated
controls and increased
visibility have delivered
significant returns. According to Wanda Group,
the system reduced labor
costs by 30% through the
end of 2016 and cut energy consumption up to
8% as a result of optimal
equipment control. And
in addition to making
it possible to better ensure safety and security
at the facilities, the system yields added value
through analysis of the
data it generates.
“Our operational

efficiency is increased,
and it helps the company
be more competitive,”
Fang says.
Looking to the future,
Wanda Group anticipates that its intelligent
management system
will manage 3 million
pieces of equipment and

Our operational efficiency
is increased, and it helps the
company be more competitive.
FANG WEI, VICE PRESIDENT, DALIAN WANDA

devices at 1,000 plazas
and collect about 300
billion lines of data annually by 2025.
Additionally, Feng
says Wanda Group is
looking into the possibility of commercializing
the system and selling it
to other organizations. u
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E&J Gallo Winery built mobile platforms for scheduling, irrigation management and real-time reporting
to help improve grape cultivation and harvesting practices — and to allow workers to spend
more time in the fields and less time in the office.

E&J Gallo Winery

Mobile Vıneyard
Management

L

IKE VINTNERS THROUGH THE AGES, E&J Gallo

Winery believes that cultivating grapes is
the most important part of the winemaking
process. But the Modesto, Calif.-based company
also thought that the ancient art of growing and
harvesting grapes for wine might benefit from
some high-tech help.

E&J GALLO WINERY

So company leaders
set out to give their growers and support personnel digital tools to help
manage the harvesting
and irrigation practices.
They wanted to provide
more real-time data to
help with decision-making, and they wanted the
tools to be available via
mobile devices, so workers could spend
more time in the
fields and less time
at their desks.
The goal was to
make an even better
product.
“The benefits of
these applications are
increased quality and
better wines. We are able
to have our winemaking
and grower relations staff
spend their time focusing on grape quality and
harvest management

versus administrative
tasks,” says Gallo CIO
Sanjay Shringarpure.
Shringarpure says this
initiative involved a few
distinct deliverables.
The first was a mobile
scheduling platform. To
build this, the IT team
used a custom mobile
application (Java and
Angular JS) that runs on
multiple mobile
platforms, such as
iPads and laptops.
Gallo’s grower
relations representatives, who work
with growers to ensure
that their grape crops
meet the company’s
quality standards, are
the primary users of this
scheduling platform.
With the scheduling
system, Gallo can push
key data points and predictive tools to its grape-
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growing and winemaking community members
in real time as they begin
to prepare for the harvest
season. Team members
can make decisions using
objective, current-season
data points rather than
basing their judgments
on historical trends and

pure says. Team members are more productive,
because they can access
data at any time, no
matter where they are.
Moreover, that real-time
data helps them make
better decisions, decreasing waste and increasing
yields from the vineyards.

tools as well as an ESRI
geographic information
system that runs on the
AWS cloud.
Designed to help
the company optimize
its water use while still
maximizing grape quality, this platform uses big
data analytics to gener-

The benefits of these applications are increased quality and better wines.
We are able to have our winemaking and grower relations staff spend their time
focusing on grape quality and harvest management versus administrative tasks.
SANJAY SHRINGARPURE , CIO, GALLO

patterns or intuition
as they had in the past.
The platform also allows
team members to set
harvest schedules in real
time while they’re working in the fields.
The platform is delivering results that exceed
expectations, Shringar-

E&J GALLO WINERY / THINKSTOCK

Better Data,
Better Yields

An irrigation management platform was another key component of
Gallo’s digital initiative.
For this platform, Shringarpure’s IT team used a
combination of customdeveloped models and

ate irrigation recommendations based on satellite
and high-resolution imagery, weather forecasts,
ground sensor data and
proprietary algorithms.
This information,
once processed, is deployed via mobile dashboards through a series

of commercial reporting products developed
by ESRI. Viticulturists,
irrigation managers,
wine and grape supply
analysts, and grower
relations representatives use the irrigation
platform to manage the
vineyards throughout
the growing season.
Gallo officials note
that it’s particularly
important to have tools
that support smart water management at this
time, when California is
just emerging from a period of historic drought.
The technology has
helped the company
achieve better-thanexpected yield and quality improvements, and
in light of that success,
Gallo officials say they
plan to expand the platform. They’re teaming
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up with a leading irrigation systems manufacturer to develop nextgeneration vineyard
irrigation systems.

Data Fresh
From the Harvest

Another deliverable
was a real-time reporting suite that’s designed
to consolidate insights
across multiple systems
and tools. Gallo’s supply
team (made up of leaders
from winemaking, grower relations and winery
operations) uses this
reporting platform to
make critical decisions
throughout the harvest.
A mobile platform,
the reporting system has
reduced the time that
members of the winemaking and grower relations teams spend in the
office by more than 50%.

E. & J. GALLO WINERY / THINKSTOCK
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The reporting platform and other new
tools “have dramatically
improved our communication and workflow,
which has allowed our
teams to react quickly to
the many changes that
occur over the course
of harvest,” says Adam

needed data at critical
times during the vineyard production cycle.
“Our wine growing
community benefits
greatly from this technology stack. The platform creates a means
for collaboration and
integration between our

time transferring and reconciling spreadsheets.”
Shringarpure says his
tech team developed the
new tools using an agile
methodology with a team
of full stack developers,
business analysts and key
business partners. The
mobile scheduling plat-

[The new tools] have dramatically improved our communication
and workflow, which has allowed our teams to react quickly to the
many changes that occur over the course of harvest.
ADAM IRRER, MANAGER OF WINE AND GRAPE SUPPLY, GALLO

Irrer, Gallo’s manager of
wine and grape supply.
He says the new systems foster improved
collaboration because
they feature integrated,
dynamic environments.
Moreover, the technology helps with decisionmaking by providing

winemaking, vineyard
management and grower relations teams that
previously did not exist,”
Irrer says. “By having the
ability to easily create and
share data, these teams
have been able to spend
more time in the vineyard or in the lab and less

form was built by a completely in-house team, he
says, while the irrigation
platform was developed
and deployed by a team
made up of in-house
staffers and partners
from ESRI. And Gallo’s
GIS team developed and
maintains the reporting
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Kaiser Permanente

AutoCal 2.5

A

T ANY GIVEN TIME, 35% to 45% of

hospitalized patients need insulin to
treat uncontrolled hyperglycemia. These
patients often receive insulin via an IV, a treatment
process that requires nurses to perform complex
calculations to determine proper dosages.

platform in partnership
with the integration and
data services teams.
“As with any sizable
project, the biggest challenges came with change
management,” Shringarpure says. He credits
robust partnerships with
champions in business
units for IT’s success in
developing tools that
meet the company’s
needs and then gaining
universal acceptance and
adoption of those tools.

E. & J. GALLO WINERY

Work on the platforms is ongoing. “Our
reporting platforms
continue to develop
and evolve as our needs
change and more information becomes available through continued
vineyard innovation,”
Shringarpure says.
“These are platforms
that we remain focused
on in order to support
our long-standing commitment to quality and
water effectiveness.” u

At Kaiser Permanente, an Oakland,
Calif.-based healthcare
system, nurses used to
spend two to four minutes doing each calculation — something they’d have to
repeat every hour
the patient was in
the hospital receiving IV insulin. For safety
reasons, a second nurse
had to sign off on each
calculation.

Although each calculation lasted only a
few minutes, when that
time is multiplied out
across many patients
throughout the
day, and then
across numerous
facilities, Kaiser
leaders could
clearly see the
need to be more efficient, so they called on
Nobert Chien to help
look for solutions.

Chien, who is based in
Portland, Ore., is an “innovation hunter” for Kaiser’s Northwest region.
He says part of his job is
to help workers throughout the organization do
their jobs better by developing the right technology tools. Kaiser has
one innovation hunter in
each of its eight regions;
they’re part of its Innovation and Advanced Technology Department, a
division within IT.
Chien ended up
working with Christine
Olinghouse, a nurse who
administered insulin to
patients. “She described
the process and asked if
there is something we
can do to improve the
process,” Chien recalls.
“We sat together and
designed the system and
how it should work from
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the user’s point of view.
We wanted it to follow
the existing workflow,”
Chien says, adding that
he believes building IT
systems that fit users’
established routines is
critical to getting people
to adopt new tools.
Chien and Oling-

PUSHING DIGITAL BOUNDARIES

AutoCal’s potential.
Chien says he and
his team worked with a
larger pool of caregivers
as they built AutoCal,
gathering input from
users on how it should
work and which medical guidelines and algorithms were best to use.

His team worked
closely with Olinghouse
first in natural language,
then coding it in a programming language,
and then testing point
by point with pen and
paper to make sure everything was correct.
Chien says his team

changes in an hour
based on clinical decisions,” he explains.

Getting Everyone
On Board

The collaborative approach also helped generate broad support for
the tool.

The technology was pretty straightforward. The hurdle is always on the operational
side. Different doctors had different views on how things should be done, but you have
to gain the OK from everybody because they work as a team, and that takes time.
NOBERT CHIEN, A KAISER “INNOVATION HUNTER”

house also gathered
requirements, devised a
test-of-concept version
in just six months, and
dubbed the emerging
tool AutoCal, for “automatic calculation.”
Kaiser gave them the
green light and funding
after they demonstrated

THINKSTOCK

The collaboration at
that stage was critical,
Chien says. He explains
that the technologists
had to develop the correct algorithm, because
any potential for error
would be unacceptable, given how the tool
would be used.

also decided to build AutoCal using tables, which
would allow developers to more easily adjust
numbers if future patient
outcomes showed areas
where tweaks in the figures used for calculations
could yield better results.
“We can do those

“The technology
was pretty straightforward,” Chien says. “The
hurdle is always on the
operational side. Different doctors had different views on how things
should be done, but you
have to gain the OK
from everybody because

they work as a team, and
that takes time.”
Chien says the first iteration took about a year
to finish. It was deployed
at two hospitals. Leaders
at both locations gathered patient outcome
data over the following
year, comparing the
results of patients whose
nurses used AutoCal
against those of patients
whose nurses performed
manual calculations to
determine insulin dosing.
AutoCal, then a web
application, proved successful, but Chien says
there was room for improvement. The first version required nurses to
first open a patient’s electronic medical record
and enter the patient’s
glucose level. The nurses
would then open AutoCal, enter the glucose
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number again and hit a
button to have the system calculate the insulin
dosage. Then they would
then enter the dosage
number into the EMR.
“It was kind of cumbersome,” Chien acknowledges.
His team addressed
this by making AutoCal
a web services program
and integrating it with
Kaiser’s EMR system.
Now a nurse can open
the EMR and type in the
glucose reading, and the
system automatically
calculates the amount of
insulin needed—a reduction of steps that saves
time and cuts down on
the potential for errors.
“We made it more efficient, less error-prone,”
Chien says, adding that
usage really started to
spread after that.

PUSHING DIGITAL BOUNDARIES

In 2016, after two
years in development,
AutoCal 2.5 was deployed to all hospitals
within the Kaiser Permanente system. It reduces the insulin dosage
calculation time to less
than 7 seconds, allowing
nurses to spend more
time with patients.
Chien says there’s potential for additional improvements. For example,
wireless technology could
further automate the
process by making it possible for glucose meters
to directly transmit readings to the EMR system.
“Sooner or later, the
nurse won’t have to type
anything in,” he says,
adding that the technology behind AutoCal
could be applied to other treatment processes
throughout Kaiser. u

N AT I O N A L C O L L E G I AT E AT H L E T I C A S S O C I AT I O N

Mark Buroff, the NCAA’s director of technology services. A move to the cloud gave the NCAA a more modern IT
profile and delivered a wealth of benefits — most notably enabling employees to more easily access email and
other systems while working remotely at sporting events across the country.

National Collegiate Athletic Association

Fly Me to the Cloud

A

S IS THE CASE at many nonprofit

organizations, the National Collegiate
Athletic Association’s expenditures are
closely scrutinized.

As a result, its IT department wasn’t always
able to get the money it
needed to invest in nextgeneration technologies,
a situation that resulted
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in some technical deficiencies within the
NCAA’s IT infrastructure,
says Mark Buroff, the
organization’s director of
technology services.
The technology stack
that the NCAA had in
place when Buroff came
on board in 2012 was particularly troublesome for
employees working from
the road. “It wasn’t convenient for them to VPN
into our infrastructure to
access their files or get to
their email,” Buroff says.
So CIO Judd Williams
pushed for a move to the
cloud, seeing hosted systems as an option that
would provide improved
service and regularly updated applications without breaking the bank.
The NCAA adopted
Microsoft’s Office 365
platform and moved all

THINKSTOCK

PUSHING DIGITAL BOUNDARIES

its information access
into the cloud, in part to
accommodate the large
number of employees
involved in facilitating or
planning sporting events
at locations all over the
country. The move to
Office 365 allows the
NCAA to securely provide remote employees
with access to email and
documents from any
location, at any time and
on any device.
“It was an outstanding
opportunity to provide a
very positive user experience to all our employees,
but especially the ones on
the road,” Buroff says.

Security and Speed
Slam-dunk

The NCAA’s cloud initiative has delivered other
significant benefits. For
example, the new setup

gives the organization a
modern IT profile and
provides its 500 employees and 150 contractors
with speedy, secure access. It also enables a
robust disaster recovery/
business continuity program that doesn’t require
human intervention in

the organization needs.
Moreover, she says, it
adds a modern sophistication to the technology infrastructure that
allows IT to spend less
time and money on
maintenance and devote more resources to
transformative projects.

moved approximately
85% of its infrastructure
to the cloud.
The Office 365 environment has helped
boost the productivity of
people working from the
road, and it has made it
possible for employees
to collaborate with col-

[The cloud initiative] was an outstanding opportunity
to provide a very positive user experience to all our
employees, but especially the ones on the road.
MARK BUROFF, DIRECTOR OF TECHNOLOGY SERVICES, NCAA

the event of a catastrophe at the NCAA’s Indianapolis headquarters.
Kathleen McNeely,
who oversees IT as the
NCAA’s CFO and senior
vice president of administration, says the cloud
provides the security,
speed and resilience

The NCAA started
its cloud journey in late
2014, going all in with
an Office 365 implementation. Since then,
the organization has
uploaded 100% of its
individual documents to
the One Drive for Business platform and has

leagues at the 1,000-plus
member institutions
that make up the NCAA.
Moreover, the move to
the cloud allowed the
IT department to decommission its storage
array and reduce maintenance costs by 17%. It
also promises to deliver
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a degree of resiliency the
organization never had
before by enabling almost 100% data recovery
in the event of a disaster .
Of course, Buroff
says, the nuts and bolts
of the technology upgrade weren’t the only
challenges NCAA IT
leaders faced. As is the
case with most
technology projects, the move to
new technologies
required changes
in workflows and
processes, which in turn
led to cultural changes,
requiring executives to
address worker expectations and concerns.
“They just didn’t
know what the cloud
entailed. We had some
people who were scared
of the security issues,
the exposure of putting

PUSHING DIGITAL BOUNDARIES

our information in the
cloud,” he says, adding
that some staffers were
nervous that they’d lose
data because it was no
longer going to be stored
on their hard drives.
To deal with such
concerns, Buroff says IT
focused on communication, education and
training to help
people gain a better understanding
of the benefits of
the cloud (namely
improved security
and greater accessibility to files from remote
locations) and help
them adjust to changes
in workflow processes.
He notes that education remains important
today, to remind workers,
for example, that cloud
computing isn’t a security
panacea, and that they

N AT I O N A L C O L L E G I AT E AT H L E T I C A S S O C I AT I O N

still have to follow certain protocols to protect
the organization’s data.

More Strategy,
Less Maintenance

Buroff says IT leaders took a similar approach to managing
change within their
own 33-member department. The shift to the
cloud meant a shift in
staffers’ responsibilities,
a change that caused
many to worry about job
security. Again, leadership relied on education,
training and communication to bring people
along. Buroff says engineers who had focused
on servers and other
tasks related to on-premises systems received
training to handle cloud
administration duties
— training that “gave

them new learning opportunities, new career
opportunities — and job
security as well.”
The move to the
cloud now means that IT
workers spend less time
on tasks like maintenance and patching and
more time on strategic
initiatives, like longterm planning and efforts to improve the user
experience, Buroff says.
And that’s a welcome
change that benefits the
technologists, NCAA
employees in general
and the organization as a
whole, he adds.
McNeely agrees.
Pointing out that the
cloud initiative provides
a better foundation for
other tech-driven projects, she says, “It’s a total
transformation on how
we do IT.” u

Kathleen McNeely, NCAA’s CFO
and senior vice president of
administration
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IDGE’s Digital Edge 50 awards recognize digital transformation
initiatives with significant, measurable business impact.

2017HONOREES
Accenture
Accenture’s Digital
Transformation Program
A multipart initiative that included digitizing business development and sales capabilities,
creating a digital employee experience, transforming infrastructure and more.

Alcatel-Lucent Enterprise
ALE Data Lake and
Connected Products

An automated data acquisition
and provisioning engine feeds
a data lake automatically with
properly formatted data from
external sources.

Aruba, a Hewlett-Packard
Enterprise company
Aruba’s All-wireless Office Initiative
This project created a more
efficient and collaborative work
environment featuring seamless,
secure campuswide mobile access

to critical apps and corporate
resources.

Avidia Bank
Cardless Cash
A mobile app that allows customers to use their smartphones
to draw money from ATMs and
branch locations.

Barry Callebaut
Katchilè – Barry Callebaut’s
Sustainable Cocoa Farming Data

Management Solution
A cloud-based tool that combines
desktop and mobile access for
cocoa bean traceability and better data management to enhance
sustainable cocoa farming.

Baylor Scott & White Health
MyBSWHealth strategy
A digital ecosystem that incorporates video visits, patients’ electronic health records, a provider
and location directory, a symp-
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tom checker, bill pay functionality, appointment and prescription
management, and more.

Bergen County, N.J.,
Sheriff’s Office
Bergen County Sheriff’s Office
Expands on Hyperconverged
Infrastructure
A virtual desktop infrastructure
moves away from siloed data systems, upgrading existing equipment, controlling costs and simplifying future technology rollouts.

Blue Cross Blue Shield of
Tennessee
Clinical Data Exchange Project
A clinical data exchange gateway
to address the need for providers
to share robust, timely and
accurate clinical information
with health plans.

Case Western Reserve
University and
Cleveland Clinic
HoloAnatomy

PUSHING DIGITAL BOUNDARIES

A CWRU School of Medicine application uses Microsoft’s HoloLens
augmented-reality technology to
teach anatomy without requiring
students to dissect cadavers
(see story, page 6).

Management System
A hybrid cloud-based platform
to manage equipment at
hundreds of Wanda Plazas
and collect real-time data for
analytics (see story, page 9).

Children’s Healthcare
of Atlanta

Deakin University
Australia

Children’s Healthcare of Atlanta
Mobile Application
A mobile app with navigation
tools, location-based services and
a wealth of information helps patients’ families find medical facilities and then access the services
they need once they arrive.

The Deakin Smart Campus
A smart building infrastructure
that blankets Deakin’s physical
campus with a digital “skin” consisting of an interconnected web
of internet of things systems and
other emerging technologies that
support a range of processes,
content and data.

Cisco Systems Inc.
Digitizing Supply Chain
An effort to eliminate, simplify
and automate manual processes
underneath supply chain services,
using predictive analytics and impact analysis to respond to events.

Dalian Wanda Group
Wanda Plaza Huiyun Intelligent

Docturnal Private Ltd.
Docturnal’s TB Screening
App “TimBre”
An Android app that offers a noninvasive means of screening for tuberculosis where a patient coughs
into an internet-enabled phone, or
a microphone attached to it, and
the system analyzes the cough.

We wanted
to focus on
getting groups
of people
together
looking at the
same thing,
whether they’re
in the same room
or in different
locations.
MARK GRISWOLD,
FACULTY DIRECTOR,
INTERACTIVE COMMONS,
CWRU (SEE STORY,
PAGE 6)
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DonorsChoose.org

Expedia Inc.

Democratizing Software and
Technology to Improve Education
in America
An initiative to give researchers and hackers access to data
about donations individuals have
made to public-school classroom
projects led to crowdsourcing
of insights through hackathons
and research into ways to deliver
more support to classrooms.

How Expedia Manages Cloud
Migration at Scale
A hybrid cloud environment
helped to decrease page load
times and made it possible to
quickly deploy new code and
implement proactive errorhandling to minimize failures
and prevent outages.

E&J Gallo Winery
Mobile Vineyard Management
Custom-built mobile applications
for scheduling, irrigation
management and real-time
reporting consolidate insights
across multiple systems and tools
(see story, page 13).

Eurpac Service Inc.
Retail IQ
Analysis of market basket
data helped lower labor costs
for manufacturers of
consumer goods.

FedEx
Digital Transformation
A multipronged effort that
includes a strategic enterprise
technology architecture informed
by an enterprise capabilities
framework, a bimodal delivery
model and more.

Fordham Information
Technology
Customer-First Cloud Strategy
A cloud migration in which
enterprise administrative
systems (including enrollment,
financial aid and human
resources) were moved from 160

internally-managed servers to the
Amazon Web Services cloud.

Idaho National
Laboratory
Immersive 3D Visualization
Research Tool
An initiative that led to the development of a system that immerses scientists into interactive
virtual 3D environments where
they can conduct research that
would be prohibitively expensive
in the real world.

Information Network
of Arkansas
Gov2Go
A digital assistant that makes
state government services and
information available to citizens
on their phones and proactively
helps them navigate tasks such as
registering to vote.

Intuit
SmartLook
A tool that enables customer

service agents to help users who
have questions about Intuit’s
tax-filing software, SmartLook
features one-way video, so
customers can see the agents,
but the agents can’t see the
customers.

Thomas Jefferson
University and
Jefferson Health
Sickle Cell Application
A population health application
that aggregates critical
information about patients from
three disparate electronic health
records systems, creating virtual,
in-memory data marts.

Johnson & Johnson
Consumer R&D
Johnson & Johnson Consumer R&D’s
Journey to Digital
A user-friendly platform that
gives R&D staffers all over
the world access to critical
information about all products
via a common interface.
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Kaiser Permanente
AutoCal 2.5
A web services tool that
automatically calculates patient
insulin dosages, reducing the
likelihood of human error and
freeing up nurses to spend more
time on other aspects of patient
care (see story, page 16).

Los Angeles County
Department of Public
Social Services

It’s a total
transformation
on how we do IT.
K ATHLEEN MCNEELY,
SENIOR VP OF
ADMINISTRATION AND CFO,
NCAA (SEE STORY,
PAGE 18)

DPSS Mobile App
An app for iOS and Android that
enables DPSS clients to use
their phones to snap pictures
of their benefits application
documents and securely upload
the images to ensure that their
applications are processed
efficiently and accurately.

Marriott
International
Digitizing the Guest Travel Journey
A multipart initiative that
includes the Marriott Mobile app,

which allows guests to customize
their hotel stays based on their
needs and preferences.

Metropolitan
Washington Airports
Authority
Travel Information and Revenue
Enhancement Platform
A digital platform that serves as
a central hub for all information
related to the airport experience,
TIREP pulls information from
multiple sources and makes it
available to travelers on their
personal devices and public
display systems.

Micron Technology
Integrated Global
Big Data Warehouse
A big data platform to
integrate massive amounts of
manufacturing data across 13
global sites, helping process and
quality engineers improve key
metrics such as yield, cycle time
and quality.

Monsanto
Securing Our Food Supply
Through Modernization
of Hybrid Seed Production
An effort to improve access to
real-time field, facility and supply
chain data in order to enhance
decision-making, with an eye
toward producing better-quality
seed and advancing field and
facility management.

Nationstar Mortgage
Project Apollo
A digital transformation initiative
that yielded a new website
featuring responsive design and
a customized mobile experience
that enables customers to
manage their home loans online.

National Collegiate
Athletic Association
Fly Me to the Cloud
A move to the cloud that, among
other things, enabled NCAA
employees to use Office 365 tools
to securely access email and
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other systems at any time, from
any location using any device
(see story, page 18).

best-of-breed digital marketing
capabilities.

Nemours Children’s
Health System

Dynamics SL in the Cloud: Migrate,
Control, Integrate and Save
A migration to Microsoft Azure
created an opportunity to move
all local accounting tools into one
cloud-based system, enabling a
faster, more accurate and more
secure invoicing system.

Nemours Telehealth Program
A program to provide specialty,
primary or urgent care through
technology devices in patients’
homes, a clinical office or a
partner hospital.

Northwestern Mutual
Digital Innovation Practice
A comprehensive digital innovation initiative, including venture
funding, hackathons and more,
designed to remove barriers and
create solutions to accelerate and
transform the business.

Pfizer
Enabling Business Agility With
SmartCompare and Newton
A global, multitenant platform
with a consistent interface for
users all over the world provides

Rainforest Alliance

Saint-Gobain Building
Glass Europe
PROS and Saint-Gobain Building
Glass Europe
This project, which created
a modern digital commerce
experience for customers,
transformed order processes
and provided immediate and
consistent pricing across all
selling channels.

ServiceMaster
ServSmart – Driving Digital First
An IT-initiated digital

transformation project whose
goal was to create a modern
platform for home services that
emphasizes self-service and selfscheduling and promotes sales
and service mobility.

The City of Newport,
Kentucky
Smartlink – Smart City
Newport, Kentucky
A smart city initiative that
includes 33 enterprise wireless
access points, an ad system
on kiosks and high-speed
internet access.

SMS Assist
One, by SMS Assist
A cloud-based technology for
property management that integrates all clients, subcontractor affiliates and employees on
a single, scalable platform that’s
accessible via any device.

Symantec IT
Symantec IT Infrastructure

Transformation
An IT infrastructure overhaul
with a focus on security and the
rationalization of applications
and tools undertaken to reduce
the cost and complexity of
delivering technical capabilities.

Telstra
MATRIXX Telstra Prepaid Migration
An effort to remove obsolete or
overly complex legacy processes,
systems and practices, and
deploy a customer self-care app.

Transamerica
Enterprise Marketing and
Analytics Platform (EMAP)
A Hadoop-based data lake
that processes all customer-,
prospect- and adviser-related
data and makes it available to
users for strategic planning
and operational analytics.

UBL Fund Managers
imPro
An integrated blend of
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Judging Panel
IDG Enterprise’s Digital Edge 50 awards recognize
organizations that are transforming a process, a project or
their business for the digital age. Special thanks to our judges,
who graded the entries based on the complexity, scale and
impact of the project as well as its level of innovation:
n Bud Baumann, Director of Digital Strategy,

Blue Cross Blue Shield of New Jersey
n  James Fairweather, CIO, Pitney Bowes
n  Ellen Fanning, Editor, Computerworld
n  Kathy Fuerte, Principal, Vanguard
n  John Gallant, Chief Content Officer, IDG Communications
n  Rich McGhee, VP, Digital Development,
Discover Financial Services
n  Renee Pearson, IT Innovation Leader, Kimberly-Clark
n  Wesley Richard, VP, Innovation and Operations,
The Collegiate Licensing Co.
n  Frank Sirianni, Vice President & CIO, Fordham University
n Joshua Sloser, VP, Digital Product Innovation, Hilton Worldwide
n  Chris Thomas, Chief Innovation Officer, Sierra Club
n  Gary Watkins, CIO, IT Shared Services,
KAR Auction Services Inc.
n  Melanie Wong, Vice President, Strategy & Business
Development, MD Anderson
n Sherri Zink, Chief Data and Engagement Officer,
Blue Cross Blue Shield of Tennessee

technological innovations and
business process re-engineering
efforts, including a back-office
enterprise application and an
award-winning mobile app.

A rebranding of digital properties
that includes a new mobile-first
website and digital services that
required entirely new APIs, IT
practices and documentation.

Vail Resorts
Management

VMware IT and
IIC ACE organizations

Snow Cat
Designed to transform employee
compensation processes, this
hybrid cloud-based system
includes an on-premises
PeopleSoft HR application and
an Oracle Cloud HCM system.

Predictive Analytics and
Propensity Models
A project undertaken to mine
insights from historical data
in VMware’s enterprise data
warehouse in an effort to boost
revenue and improve customer
satisfaction.

Verizon
My Verizon
The My Verizon app gives
customers complete control
to buy, save and adjust their
data, upgrade their devices and
manage their accounts.

Viamericas Corp.
Viamericas Building a
New Digital Brand and Identity –
GoVianex.com

Western Digital
Accelerating Modeling and
Simulation With High-Performance
Computing
A massively scalable and
cost-efficient HPC environment
designed to accelerate modeling
and simulation in software,
thereby driving innovation
and helping to keep research
costs low. u
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